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MARKUSCHEVICH BASES AND SEM1REFLEXIVITY1

PAUL  CARLTON  WOODS2

Abstract. It is shown that a locally convex space E with a

countable Markuschevich basis is semireflexive if each countable

Ai-basis for E is shrinking or if each countable M-basis for E is

boundedly complete.

1. Introduction. Since R. C. James [2] established a characterization

of reflexivity in a Banach space with a basis in terms of certain properties

of that basis, much work in this area has appeared. One approach has

been to extend the characterization to spaces more general than Banach

spaces. J. R. Retherford [5], Ju. B. Tumarkin [7], and T. A. Cook [1] are

examples. Cook's result is the most general; a locally convex space with

a Schauder basis {xn}™=1 is semireflexive if and only if {x„}"=i is both

shrinking and boundedly complete. W. B. Johnson [3] has introduced the

concepts of shrinking and boundedly complete Markuschevich bases. He

proved that a locally convex space with a Af-basis {xx,fx}XeA is semi-

reflexive if and only if {xk,fx}XeA is both shrinking and boundedly com-

plete. Cook's result may be deduced from Johnson's.

I. Singer [6], M. Zippin [8], and N. J. Kalton [4] have used a different

approach. Kalton, in generalizing Singer's work in Banach spaces with

bases, has proved that a sequentially complete locally convex space E with

a Schauder basis is semireflexive if and only if every Schauder basic

sequence in E is shrinking or if and only if every Schauder basic sequence

in E is boundedly complete. Zippin's result for Banach spaces with bases

is also contained in a theorem of Kalton; a complete barrelled space E

with a normalized Schauder basis is reflexive if each normalized Schauder

basis for E is shrinking or if each normalized Schauder basis for E is

boundedly complete.
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The theorems of this paper establish Kalton's characterization for

semireflexivity in locally convex spaces with countable Markuschevich

bases.

2. Preliminaries. A biorthogonal system {xx,fx}XeA for a topological

vector space E (eachfx e E', the topological dual of E) is a Markuschevich

basis (M-basis) for E if {xx}X£A is fundamental in E (i.e., E=[xx]) and if

i/iW is t°tal over E- The M-basis {xx,fx}XsA is shrinking if {fx}XsA is

strongly fundamental in £'. Following Johnson [3], a M-basis {xx,fx}XsA

is boundedly complete if whenever { Yd : d e D} is a bounded net in E such

that limd fx(Yd) exists for each X e A there is an x e E such that/A(x:)=

limd fx(Yd) for each XeA. The following existence theorem is used in

§3 ; for a proof of this theorem see [3].

Existence theorem. Let E be a separable topological vector space. If

Y is a strongly closed, strongly separable subspace of E' which is total over

E, then there is a countable M-basis (x„,/„}"=1/or E with Y—[fn].

3. Characterizations of semireflexivity.

Theorem 1. Let E be a locally convex space with a countable M-basis.

If each countable M-basis for E is shrinking, then E is semireflexive.

Proof. If E is not semireflexive, there is a <f> e E" which is not weak

star continuous. If Y is the kernel of <f>, Y is a strongly closed subspace

of codimension one. Thus, y is strongly complemented in £'. Also, since

<f> is not weak star continuous, Y is weak star dense in £' and hence total

over E. Since E has a countable M-basis and since this M-basis is shrinking,

E' is strongly separable. Hence, the complemented subspace y is strongly

separable. By the existence theorem there is a countable M-basis

{x„,f„}n=i for £ with Y=[fn]. But {xn,fn}Z.i must be shrinking; hence,

E'=[fn\- Thus, E'—Y. This contradiction yields the desired conclusion.

Theorem 2. Let E be a locally convex space with a countable M-basis

{xn,fn}%Lx- If each countable M-basis for E is boundedly complete, then E

is semireflexive.

Proof. We show that E is weakly quasi-complete. Let {Yd:deD}

be a bounded net in £ which is weakly Cauchy. Then limd/„( Yd) exists,

n—l, 2, • • • . Since {x„,/„}"=1 is boundedly complete, there is an x in £

such that fn(x)=limdfn(Yd), n = l,2, •••. It suffices to show that

{Yd:de D} converges weakly to x. Let/0 be an arbitrary element of £'.

Then [fk]k=0 is a strongly closed, strongly separable subspace of £' which

is total over £. By the existence theorem there is a countable M-basis
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{yn,gn}n=x for E with [£]£.„= feXi- Since {yn,gn}^x is boundedly

complete, there is a y in E such that £„(}>)=lim«i£n( Yd), «= 1, 2, • • •.

Cfatffi.   /fc(j)=limd/fc(yd), k=0, 1, 2, • • •.

Proof of claim. Since B={Yd:de D}v{y} is a bounded subset of E,

for a fixed rc,rc=0, 1,2,•••, and £>0 there is a finite linear combination

g of fe«}?-i with/*-,? e (£/3)P°. Since g(y)=limdg(Yd), there is a </0 in
Z» such that d^.d0 implies \g(Yd)—g(y)\<sß. Hence, for d\%d0 we have

\fÁYd) -fk(y)\ Ú \fk(Yd) - g(Yd)\ + \g(Yd) - g(y)\

+ \g(y) -f*(y)\ < «,
and the claim is proved.

Now

fn(x) = lim /„( Yd) = fn(y),       « = 1, 2, • • • ,
d

and ífjñ^i is total over E. Thus, x=y. Hence, fo(x)=f0(y)=limdf0(Yd).

The previously mentioned results of Johnson and Kalton now yield two

corollaries.

Corollary 1.    Let E be a sequentially complete locally convex space

with a Schauder basis. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) £ is semireflexive.

(ii) Each Schauder basic sequence in E is shrinking.

(iii) Each countable M-basisfor E is shrinking.

(iv) Each Schauder basic sequence in E is boundedly complete.

(v) Each countable M-basisfor E is boundedly complete.

Corollary 2.    Let E be a complete barrelled space with a normalized

Schauder basis. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) E is reflexive.
(ii) Each normalized Schauder basis for E is shrinking.

(iii) Each countable M-basisfor E is shrinking.

(iv) Each normalized Schauder basis for E is boundedly complete.

(v) Each countable M-basisfor E is boundedly complete.
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